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LESNIEWSKI AND FREGE ON COLLECTIVE CLASSES

VΊTO F. SINISI

Between 1927 and 1931 Lesniewski published a series of articles on the
foundations of mathematics in the Polish journal Przeglqd Filozoficzny.1

65% of the work is devoted to various axiomatizations of Lesniewski's
mereology (a theory of collective classes) while the remainder takes up
various related issues. In the third part of this series Lesniewski in-
formally sets forth his notion of a collective class, criticizes certain de-
scriptions of distributive classes, and argues that there is no justification
in Frege's statement that the conception of a class as consisting of individ-
uals, so that the individual thing coincides with the unit class, cannot in any
case be supported.2

Lesniewski's refutation of Frege's statement appears to be unknown to
western logicians and philosophers. None of the recent books on Frege
(e.g., Angelelli, Egidi, Sternfeld, Thiel, Walker) mentions it. Luschei, in
his The Logical Systems of Lesniewski, mentions it but does not present it.
My purpose here is to state and explain Lesniewski's refutation in the hope
that it will help stimulate interest in his work. Since Lesniewski bases his
refutation on his concept of a collective class, I shall first briefly and in-
formally discuss this concept.

Lesniewski reports that in 1911 he became acquainted with symbolic
logic and Russell's antinomy when he came upon Jan Lukasiewicz's O
zasadzie sprzecznosci u Arystotelesa (The Principle of Contradiction in
Aristotle).3 Initially Lesniewski was averse to symbolic logic but Russell's
antinomy stimulated him to reflect on those cases in which he actually
did consider an object to be (or not to be) a class of objects, and to
analyze critically the assumptions of the antinomy from this point of view.4

Taking the view that if some object is a class of objects a, then some object
is an a, he dismissed empty classes as being mythological entities. He
held that time and again it occurs that an object is a class of objects a and
at the same time it is a class of completely different objects b, and he used
the following example to illustrate this point. Consider the following seg-
ment:

A| °| D| | B
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The segment AB is a class of segments which are either the segment AC or
the segment CB, and at the same time AB is a class of segments which are
either the segment AD or the segment DB. Lesniewski also maintained that
if one and only one object is P, then P is the class of objects P. E.g., the
segment AB is the class of segments AB.

Lesniewski also reports that in analyzing Russell's antinomy he took
as his starting point the conception of a class which permits one to assert
of every class of objects that it consists of these objects, which are not
necessarily discrete. For example, the segment AB, constituting the class
of segments, which are segment AD or segment DB, consists of those seg-
ments which are the segment AD or the segment DB.

In 1915 Lesniewski formulated his conception of collective classes as a
deductive theory, and in 1916 this theory was published in his Podstawy
ogδlnej teoryi mnogosci. I. (Foundations of the General Theory of Sets. I).
He held that his theory, compared to Zermelo's, RusselΓs, and others
avoids the antinomies of set theory without restricting the original, Cantor-
ian extension of " set , " and that his axiomatization does not lead to theo-
rems which are in such glaring conflict with the intuitions of a "totality"
as is the theorem of non-naive set theory which distinguishes an object
from the set containing only this object as an element. He also held that he
was concerned that his theorems should harmonize with "common sense."
In this version of what came to be called "mereology" Lesniewski ex-
pressed his theory using Polish rather than a symbolic language, and he
took the term " p a r t " as the only primitive term of the theory. For our
purposes only the first four axioms and first two definitions need be cited.

Axiom I. If P is part of the object Q, then Q is not part of the object P.
Axiom Π. If P is part of the object Q, and Q is part of the object R, then P

is part of the object R.
Definition I. p is an ingredient of the object Q if and only if P is the same

object as Q or is a part of the object Q.
Definition Π. P is the class of objects a if and only if the following condi-

tions are satisfied:
a) P is an object;
b) every a is an ingredient of the object P;5

c) for all Q, if Q is an ingredient of the object P, then some ingredient
of the object Q is an ingredient of some a.

Lesniewski used the following example to illustrate this definition. Con-
sider the following segment:

A |
 CΛ 5 | !| |B

The segment AB is the class of parts of the segment AB, since all three
conditions of the definition are satisfied. The segment AB is not the class
of parts of the segment AD because while conditions a) and b) are satisfied,
c) is not, since the segment EB is an ingredient of the segment AB but it is
not the case that some ingredient of the segment EB is an ingredient of
some part of the segment AD. The segment AC is not the class of ingredi-
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ents of the segment AB because while conditions a) and c) are satisfied, b)
is not, since the segment AB is an ingredient of the segment AB but it is
not an ingredient of the segment AC.

Axiom III. If P is the class of objects a and Q is the class of objects a, then
P is Q.

Axiom IV. If some object is a, then some object is the class of objects a.

In 1918 Lesniewski created another axiomatization of mereology which
is equivalent to his 1916 system. The 1918 system takes "part" as primi-
tive but differs from the 1916 system in that no axiom contains any defined
terms. In 1920 he discovered that another system equivalent to his 1916
system could be obtained by taking "ingredient" as the only primitive term,
and in 1921 he discovered still another system equivalent to his previous
system and which takes "external" as its only primitive term. For our
purposes it is not necessary to consider these later systems. However, it
is necessary to say something more about Lesniewski's 1916 system. He
expressed the axioms, definitions, and theorems of this and the subsequent
systems in Polish rather than in a symbolic language, and I have followed
his practice by translating the cited axioms and definitions into English.
Following Sobociήski,6 I shall formulate these using Peano-Russell nota-
tion. (In these formulations quantifiers are used in the familiar way; " ε " ,
the formal counterpart of " i s " , is to be construed according to
Lesniewski's Ontology; "pt(P)" is a nominal expression meaning "part of
P , " while "A/(pt(p))" is to be taken as the negation of "pt(P)," and to be
read as "not-part of P " ; "P =Q" expresses Ontological identity, and is
equivalent to " P ε Q . Q ε P " ; " P ε V" is to be understood as " P is an
object"; "ing(Q)" is a nominal expression to be read as "ingredient of Q";
"Kl(α)" means "class of α's," and "(EQ)(Q ε a)" means "there exists at
least one α".)

Axiom I. {P,Q){P ε pt(Q). D . Q ε A/(pt(P))).
Axiom II. (P,Q,R)(P ε pt(Q) . Q ε pt(R) . =) . P ε pt(β)).
Definition I. (P,Q)(P ε ing(Q) . = : Pε V : P= Q .v. Pε pt(Q)).
Definition Π. (P,a)(P ε K\(a) . = . P ε V . (EQ)(Q ε a) . (Q)(Q ε a . z> . Qεing

(P)) . (Q)(Q ε ίng(P) . => . (EC)(ED)(C εa. Dε ing(C) . D ε ing(Q)).
Axiom III. (P,Q,a)(P ε K\(a) . Q ε K\(a) . D . P = Q).
Axiom IV. (A,a)(A ε a . D . (EB)(B ε K\(a))).

The expression " ε " occurring above needs some explanation. It is the
only primitive term of Lesniewski's Ontology, a calculus of names (as it
has been called) based upon his Protothetic, a propositional calculus ad-
mitting universal quantifiers binding propositional variables, and variables
whose values are truth functions, " ε " is introduced into Ontology via &
single axiom of Ontology. In the 1920 formulation of Ontology Lesniewski
formulated this axiom as follows:

(x)(y)(x εy. = .(Ec)(cε x). (c)(d)(c εx.d εx. D .C εd). (c)(c εx. D .C ε y).

In effect, this axiom states that x is y if and only if there is at least and at
most one x, and whatever is x is y.7
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Lesniewski's Mereology is a theory of collective classes, and is to be
distinguished from the more familiar theories of Russell, Zermelo, et al,
which formalize the notion of a distributive class. Collective classes
differ from distributive classes in several respects. In the collective
sense of "class" there is no empty class, while in the distributive sense
there is. If we consider the class of the United States, then in the dis-
tributive sense of "class" California, Arizona, and Massachusetts are
elements of this class, but San Francisco is not. In the collective sense,
however, not only are the several states elements of this class but so are
San Francisco, Long Island, and Cook County. In the collective sense of
"class" elementhood is transitive, i.e., if x is an element of y, and y is an
element of z, then x is an element of z. In the distributive sense, element-
hood is not a transitive relation. In the collective sense of "class", but not
in the distributive sense, if some class is a unit class, then it is the same
object as its only element.

Lesniewski maintained that his conception of a class as being a collec-
tive totality which literally consists of its elements was consistent with the
common usage of "class" in the ordinary language of those who have never
been concerned with any theory of classes. And he further claimed that his
conception was also consistent with Cantor's characterization of the rela-
tion holding between a class of objects and the objects constituting that
class: Jede Menge wohlunterschiedener Dinge kann als ein einheitliches
Ding fur sich angesehen werden, in welchem jene Dinge Bestandteile oder
constitutive Elemente sind.8 If a class consists of those objects of which it
is a class, then (according to Lesniewski) there cannot be an empty class;
if some object is the class of objects a, then some object is α, i.e.,
(P,a)(P ε Kl(α) D (EQ)(Q ε α)), which is a consequence of Definition II
above.9 He objected vigorously against those (e.g., Fraenkel, Hausdorff,
Sierpiήski) who maintain both that a class of objects consists of these ob-
jects and that for some purposes it is necessary to introduce or invent the
empty class, which consists of no objects, and he believed that this objec-
tion was supported by some of Frege's criticisms of Schroder and
Dedekind. Frege maintained that according to both Schroder and Dedekind
the elements of a class are the proper constituents of that class: . . . nach
Dedekind die Elemente den eigentlichen Bestand des Systemes ausmachen
. . . denn auch Schroder sieht im Grunde die Elemente als das an, was seine
Klasse ausmacht.10 Hence there is no empty class. Yet there is in both a
felt need for an empty class, and (according to Frege) each invents such a
class. But such an invention cannot be tolerated, since if the elements
constitute a class, then where the elements are abolished so is the class.11

Clearly both Frege and Lesniewski thought it inconsistent to assert that a
class consists of its elements and that there is a class which consists of no
elements. It is to be conjectured whether the source of this purported in-
consistency is found in confusing collective classes with distributive
classes. Collective classes are literally constituted by their elements,
while distributive classes could not possibly be so constituted.

Frege's objections to those who both accept the existence of empty
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classes and also assert that classes consist of their elements, clearly, do
not apply to Lesniewski's conception of a collective class, since he takes
the position that if an object is a class of α's, then it consists of these a's.
As indicated earlier, Lesniewski repudiated the existence of those (as he
called them) "theoretical monsters" such as the class of square circles,
since, as he maintained, he was well aware that nothing can consist of what
does not exist. He believed that his repudiation of empty classes was
supported by Frege's remark: If . . . a class consists (besteht) of objects,
is an aggregate (Sammlung) or collective unity of them, then it must vanish
when these objects vanish. If we burn down all the trees of a forest, we
thereby burn down the forest. Consequently, there cannot be an empty
class.12

Lesniewski said that according to his conception of a class

(1) If one and only one object is P, then P is the class of objects P.

Lesniewski did not express (1) symbolically, but we can using some ex-
pressions from Ontology and some introduced above.13 "ex{P}" will be
used to express "at least one P exists" and " — {p}" to express "at most
one P exists." (1) may then be expressed as

(V) (P)(ex{p} . - {P} . D . P ε KI(P)).

Now in the first formulation of mereology theorem VIII states

(a) If P is an object, then P is the class of objects P,

i.e.,

(a1) (P)(Pε V . D . P ε KI(P)).

In Ontology we have as a theorem that all and only individuals are objects,
i.e.,

(b) (x)(x ε V . s . ex{4 . - {x}).

Thus, we can show that on the basis of (a) and (b), (1) is a theorem of the
1916 system of mereology. From (1) Lesniewski derived

(A) If one and only one object is an element of the class K, then the ele-
ment of the class K is the class of elements of the class K,

i.e.,

(A') ex{el(KI(/fl)} . - {el(KI(/fl)} . => . el(KI(X)) ε KI(el(KI(/0)).

He maintained that

(B) If X is the class of elements of the class K, then the class K is the
same object as X}

which we may express as

(Bf) (X)(X ε KI(el(KI(/0)) . z> . K\(K) = X).

From (A) and (B) he inferred
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(C) If one and only one object is an element of the class K9 then the class
K is the same object as the element of the class K9

i.e.,

(Cf) ex{el(KI(/O)}. - {e\(K\(K))} . D . K\(K) = el(KI(#)).

Using the expression "unit class" pursuant to the statement

(D) K is a unit class if and only if one and only one object is an element

of the class Ky

which we may express as

(D») K ε UKI . Ξ . ex{el(KI(iO)} . - {e\(K\(K))},

Lesniewski asserted, on the basis of (D) and (C),

(E) If a class is a unit class, then it is the same object as its only ele-
ment,

i.e.,

(E') K ε UKI . D . K\{K) = el(KI(iO).

Lesniewski believed that the possibility of obtaining (E) from his con-
ception of a class was completely consistent with Frege's assertion "Now
our assumption that unit classes coincide with individuals is a necessary
consequence of the conception that classes consist of individuals/'14 pro-
vided that Frege's phrase "unit classes coincide with individuals" (which
appears to be equivalent to Frege's phrase "a class which consists of only
one object coincides with this object") may be expressed, as Lesniewski
assumed it could, as (E) above.

While accepting (E), Lesniewski emphatically rejected the view ac-
cording to which

(E*) Every object is a class whose sole element is this object.

Consider the segment AB of the first diagram above. According to
Lesniewski's conception of a collective class, the segment AC is an ele-
ment of the segment AB, which is the class of segments which are either
the segment AC or the segment CB. This, he maintained, entitles him to
assert that although one and only one object is the segment AB, and al-
though pursuant to this the segment AB is also the class of segments AB
(see (1) above), the segment AB is not a class whose only element is the
segment AB. Lesniewski maintained that independently of determining
whether there are unit classes, if some class is a unit class (e.g., a class
whose only element is some "point" which is indivisible either spatially or
temporally), then it is the same object as its only element; and he also held
that (E*) is false, which, he said, seemed to put him in conflict with the
position espoused by Frege. According to Frege:

(a) "The doubt whether each individual may be regarded as the class that
consists of it alone is made stronger by the following consideration. In
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the discussion set forth above we may take P to be itself likewise a
class comprising a number of individuals; for, as the author says
(p. 148), such a class can be presented as an object of thought and con-
sequently as an individual."

(b) "Now if Q, as before, is the class of objects that coincide with P, then
Q is a unit class (eine singulare Klasse) containing only P as an in-
dividual."

(c) "Now if it were right to hold that a unit class coincides with the only
individual it contains, then Q would coincide with P. Let us suppose
that a and b are different objects, contained within P as individuals;
then they would also be contained within Q; i.e., both a and b would
coincide with Po Consequently a would also coincide with δ, contrary
to our permissible supposition that they are different."15

Thus Frege argued against the supposition

(1) Each individual may be regarded as the class that consists of it alone
by appealing to the contradiction entailed by the supposition.

(2) A unit class coincides with the only element it contains.

Lesniewski maintained that on the basis of his conception of classes these
suppositions are distinct, and that Frege (in his article on Schroder) did not
distinguish one from the other. In Lesniewski's terminology (1) may be
expressed as

(lτ) Every object may be regarded as a class whose sole element is this
object.

This is simply a variant of (E*), which is inconsistent with Lesniewski's
conception of a class. The second supposition, in Lesniewski's terminol-
ogy, is (E), which is consistent with his conception of a class. Frege's
argument in (c) does not affect the second supposition (understood as
Lesniewski's (E)), since (b), which permits Frege to say in (c) that in the
case indicated "both a and b would coincide with P," does not hold in
Lesniewski's conception of a class, and hence may be rejected by him. For
consider the segment AB again. AB, being the only object which is the
same object as segment AB, is (according to Lesniewski's thesis that if one
and only one object is P, then P is the class of objects P) the class of ob-
jects which are the same object as segment AB. Yet AB is not a unit class
(see (D) above), since (in virtue of Lesniewski's earlier assertions "If P is
a class, then P is an element of the class P," and "the segment AC is an
element of the class AB") AC and AB are elements of AB.

Thus, according to Lesniewski's conception of a collective class, there
is no justification in Frege's peremptory remark: . . . the conception of a
class as consisting of individuals, so that the individual thing coincides with
the unit class, cannot in any case be supported. On the basis of
Lesniewski's conception of collective classes, to say that a class consists
of individuals does not entail that the single thing coincides with a unit
class.
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